
Meet Henry 

 
 Like most, he will select a career based 

on TV Shows, Friends and Money – 
Leading to OVER 70% of workers hate 

their jobs 

Henry is a typical high-school student. 
 



Henry’s counselor asked him and other 
members of his class to try College Compass 



Henry is immediately interested (yet skeptical),  
because College Compass promises to: 

 MATCH popular Careers to HIS unique Personality! 



 Henry's Personality Results call him 
the "Inspector" 

Provides: A Personality Overview, 

Strengths, Weaknesses,  Learning Strategies 
and Learning Styles 
 



  Personality-Based Careers 

A personality-based list of College and Non-College Careers  
 are provided with a sneak peak career overview 



Henry Wonders What Next 

 On his PROFILE DASHBOARD, he see several areas  with Completion Percentages. 
 Areas include: Exploring Careers, Evaluating Careers,  Selecting Potential Paths  
(e.g. college majors) and  Evaluating potential Career Paths and much more. 



 Henry Jumps into Explore new Careers 

 He sees the Goal to Completing the section 

                  divides occupations into groups, separates careers into College Required and 
Non-College Required, then provides a high-level overview of each career. 

 Henry saves careers of interest to his profile with a simple checkbox. 



 Henry Dives into Career Evaluation. 
provides access to VERY DETAILED Career Information AND 

 Links to YouTube Videos for even more specialized information. 

 Henry captures his Evaluation of each Career by  answering thought-provoking 
questions and providing a final Ranking for each career. 



Henry is very encouraged!  
He has identified potential 

careers and he has evaluated 
them using the             tools. 

 Now, Henry has the 
opportunity to see potential 

Paths to His Careers  
(e.g. college majors) 

For each of Henry's Favorite 
Careers, he can ALSO add and 
research Potential Career 
Paths to his Favorites List. 



           lets Henry Evaluate his various 
Career Paths 

 Henry can view videos and 
information (via google and you tube) 
on various Career Path aspects: 
 Training Info, online Video 
Courses, potential Scholarship 
info, etc.  
 Henry also Evaluates the 
potential careers by answering 
thought-provoking questions. 



 Henry reports back Enthusiastically 
to Counselor Helen! 

He tells her about 
his exciting new 

career.  

And shows her, he has an in-depth 
understanding  of expectations, daily life and 

what he needs to do to succeed in his new 
found area 

Read About Helen’s Story 

CC_Leader_Story.pdf


Visit 
Demo.CollegeCompass.com 


